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Local heroes
From a basketball champion to a former Bachelor contestant, we meet
some nominees for the 2019 Western Australian of the Year Awards.
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Professor John Newnham AM
Professions Award

t was at just 11 years of age that Professor John Newnham had
his Eureka moment, a profound revelation that would set his
career trajectory in motion.
As a wide-eyed youth enthralled by tales of exploration, he
decided he was going to find Harold Bell Lasseter’s legendary
15km gold reef, purportedly hidden somewhere in the heart of the
Australian desert.
It is a mystery that has gripped treasure hunters since Lasseter
revealed in 1930 he had stumbled across the fabled gold reef years
earlier. Trying to rediscover it led to Lasseter’s own demise.
“That was the first time I knew what I wanted to do with my life
and I remember telling my family I was devoting my life to finding
Lasseter’s reef,” John recalls.
“I didn’t want the gold, I didn’t want the money, I wanted the
discovery and I was intrigued that it was there and that it had to be
found. I was intrigued by this concept of being an explorer and finding
something.”
His parents gently steered him away from this fool’s errand and he
eventually directed his passion to something more tangible —
medicine.
At 21, John was on the path to becoming a country general surgeon
and in the unlikeliest of places, those childhood dreams all but
forgotten, he was once again reminded of Lasseter’s reef.
It was during a stint at King Edward Memorial Hospital as a
medical student that John unexpectedly found uncharted terrain to
explore.
“I saw these babies being born and some of them were born
overweight, some were underweight, some of them were overdue,
some of them were preterm some of them had run out of oxygen for a
while, some of them had had bleeds,” he reveals.
“I said to my teachers here ‘What does that mean, what does it
mean for the rest of their life’, and no one had any information on it,
no one was interested in it. The field of obstetrics ended when the
baby was born alive and paediatrics begins at birth and your
birthdate begins at birth. But you’ve been around for nine months and
a whole lot has happened but no one knew what it meant — and no
one seemed to be interested, so I think I had found Lasseter’s reef.”
With a twinkle in his blue eyes, John animatedly describes how he
had found an unexplored continent and for a moment, there is a
glimpse of John as a rambunctious 11-year-old, mind brimming with
ideas and heart full of adventure.
“I became very intrigued by the fact that there was this continent
that we knew was there, it hadn’t been explored and I thought it
must be incredibly important. I thought that the events before
birth had to have a major influence on your future health and
disease and off I went and never looked back.”
John trained in obstetrics — and what discoveries he made.
He is the only maternal foetal medicine specialist to have
never sat the exam, because he wrote it.
In 1988, as a relatively unknown obstetrician, he wrote a
grant application alongside medical heavyweights Professor
Fiona Stanley, Professor Lou Landau and Professor Con
Michael to initiate a major cohort study of WA children from
16 weeks’ gestation to adulthood.
The Raine Study, which he pioneered, was designed to
investigate the developmental origins of health and disease.
“It was the world’s first pregnancy intensive cohort study
so we measured growth, everything before birth,” he explains.
“More than 500 papers have been published on it, there are
80,000 pieces of information on every participant in the Raine
Study now, so it is a colossal thing. That was my Lasseter’s reef, to
describe what life before birth means for the rest of your life and

we’re up to the age of 30 and it’s thriving. But it (Raine Study) is not a
treatment, it is an observation and as an obstetrician practising in
this high-risk environment, what I have done for 35 years is deliver
very preterm babies,” he laments.
That’s the tricky thing about John’s fixation on Lasseter’s reef — he
was never really interested in striking gold, which he has again and
again in the field of obstetrics. For him, it was always about the
discovery and in medicine, one discovery will often throw up more
uncharted terrain to explore.
“I’ve spent my working life handing very small preterm babies to
paediatricians and then basically being very frustrated that we
couldn’t have prevented it.”
In 2014, John launched the Western Australian Preterm Birth
Prevention Initiative that included the release of new clinical
guidelines, a Statewide educational outreach program for healthcare
practitioners, a public health campaign for women (The Whole Nine
Months) and their families and the launch of a dedicated preterm
birth prevention clinic.
The initiative includes every woman having the length of her cervix
measured during her mid-pregnancy ultrasound. If the cervix is
shortened, it predicts preterm birth, so preventive measures are then
taken.
“In the first calendar year we lowered the preterm birthrate by 8
per cent,” he reveals.
The Whole Nine Months is now being rolled out across Australia
and, as the world’s first national program of it kind, it will play an
important role in facilitating the development of preterm birth
prevention strategies overseas.
“And if you want to know how important preterm birth is —
preterm birth is the single major cause of death in children up to five
years of age in the developed world, including Australia, and is one of
the major causes of lifelong disability,” John explains.
“Preterm birth plays a big role in behavioural and learning
problems in our schools, and so the way to improve that behaviour
and learning in schools is to prevent preterm birth. And one of the
bits of Lasseter’s reef yet to be discovered is linking what happens in
our schoolrooms with what’s happened in our delivery wards years
before. Two different chapters of the book — one is health, one is
education. They are obviously and intimately linked and it’s time for
the linkage between the classroom and the delivery ward and
antenatal clinic to come together.”
To the casual observer, it would appear John fulfilled his childhood
dream of finding that elusive sheet of outback gold with his
groundbreaking research and initiatives.
But when discussing his work, there is a feeling John believes he
will never find Lasseter’s reef in its entirety but rather invaluable
nuggets that both satiate and energise his lifelong endeavour of
discovery.
And for that, the field of obstetrics will be forever grateful.
Raquel de Brito
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